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REPORT : Roger Townsend 
 
A splendid entry of 82 riders turned up for Manchester 17 MCC’s first Dead Easy 
trial of the year, the trial scheduled for February having to be cancelled due to snow. 
The event attracted riders from far and wide, including Lancashire, and Yorkshire as 
well as the usual local riders. 
Heavy rain in the week had left the ground as soaked has it has been for sometime and 
with this in mind, bearing in mind water and limestone don’t mix, the course plotters 
decided to err on the side of caution when planning the sections. Looking at the low 
scores, this was achieved. On the harder route there were eleven clean sheets, but it 
has to be said the standard of some of the riders was very high, no doubt taking 
advantage to have a canter round a not too challenging event on Easter Saturday 
afternoon. 
The course followed the normal pattern of four laps of ten sections but the sections 
were changed as much as possible from previous usage, to give the regular supporters 
a bit of variety. 
The weather stayed kind and in fact started in glorious sunshine, which regular 
visitors to this part of the Peak District, will find hard to believe. 
Among the clean rides on the Harder route was Megan Savage, one of the top Youth 
A Class National riders, who had made the trip over from Yorkshire to keep her feet 
up all day. Also Garry Shaw on his immaculate AJS, getting it in fettle for Scotland. 
Another rider with Scotland in mind was Colin Fray on his very standard Dot who 
was annoyed with himself for casting away a stray dab. Young Sam Wilson went 
home pleased with himself, only losing a dab, firmly putting his Dad Andrew in his 
place!  
Surprisingly there was only one clean sheet on the Easy route, honours going to Ian 
Shaw. Three riders had dabs, including regular supporter Ed Hibbert who is on good 
form at the moment, Ant Harris,and Phil Granby.  
It was nice to have nearly a full complement of Observers at a Dead Easy trial for 
once with only a couple of sections unmanned. 
Thanks to the landowner for use of the land, and to all who observed and helped put 
the trial on. 
 
RESULTS 
HARDER ROUTE 
Harry Lyons (Beta) Patrick Shepherd (Gas Gas) Tom Shepherd (Beta) Peter Elvidge 
(Bantam) Garry Shaw (AJS) Neil Savage (Gas Gas) Megan Savage (Gas Gas) 
Andrew Slack (SWM) Chris Marles ( Gas Gas) Andy Atkinson (Montesa)Andy 
Abraham (Beta) all clean 
 
EASY ROUTE 
Ian Shaw (Beta) clean, Ant Harris (Montesa), Ed Hibbert ( Honda), Phil Granby ( 
Fantic),all one mark lost, Pete Kirby (BSA) Peter Futers (Yamaha) Sam Slack (Beta) 
all 2 marks lost,William Acton (Gas Gas) 5, Stephen Bower ( Bultaco) 9, Rodney 
Howarth ( Beta) 9  
 


